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Cosmic Education through the perspective of Sr. Christina Marie Trudeau
Fumiko FUKUHARA
　The purpose of this study is to review Sr. Christina Marie Trudeau's accomplishments 
and to discuss the ways of exploring the possibility of developing Cosmic Education. 
Cosmic Education is education for children to learn and know that all things are part of 
the universe and are connected with each other to form one whole unity. They study 
the cosmos and identify their own unique places within it and their specific cosmic 
tasks. This basic philosophy matches the idea of “Career Education” promoted by the 
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology（MEXT）in Japan. 
Montessori had organized Cosmic Education in India between 1939 and 1945. Trudeau's 
research on Montessori's works in India led to her many Cosmic Education Workshops. 
In addition, she has been the moving force in establishing Montessori teacher education 
programs at the College of Notre Dame de Namur, CA; Seattle University, WA; Notre 
Dame Seishin University, Japan; Chaminade University, HI; and Montessori Teacher 
University, Philippines. Teacher education programs in the Pacific Rim are based on 
Montessori's work in India placing emphasis on four key points: working with local 
pioneers, adapting and innovating, beginning training programs, and using the cosmic 
curriculum from India focusing on the natural environment and using local culture. 
Recently,“Education for Sustainable Development（ESD）”has been promoting efforts 
to rethink educational programmes and systems （both methods and contents） that 
currently support unsustainable societies. At Montessori schools, five-year-olds with 
inquiring minds can explore and learn about these themes. Through their activities, 
they learn to know, to do, to be, and to live with others. At other schools, Montessori 
materials and Cosmic Education can be applied to ESD and also Carrier Education. 











































































































は、College of Notre Dame de Namur, 

































は、 まず、前述の College of Notre Dame 




Teacher Education Program を位置づけ
て開始している。
　1969年から1988年までの20年間はAmerican 









の Chaminade University において、さらに
1990年にはフィリピンのセブ島 San Carlos
に あ る Montessori Teacher University に
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